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Within the IAEA TC Project "Radioecology in the vicinity of the Ignalina NPP" (LIT/9/003)
a high efficiency HPGe well-type detector was obtained in 1998 for the investigations in
environmental radioactivity in Lithuania. Efficiency calibration for this detector was done in
the energy range 122-1461 keV by using reference standard solution with single-photon
emitting radionuclides [1]. At the same time, the coincidence-summing correction factor was
experimentally determined for 60Co.

Earlier investigations carried out in moss samples in 1996 have shown that the site-specific
radionuclide 60Co was distributed on the ground mainly in the area of radius of 5-7 km from
the source, and the maximum activity concentration on the earth surface was found to be 22
Bq/m2 [2].

However, only natural 7Be and globally distributed 137Cs were permanently measured in
aerosol filter samples taken at 7 Ignalina NPP (INPP) monitoring stations, before the
introduction of efficient HPGe well-type detector. Normally, the aerosol filters have been
pressed into tablets and counted on the end cap of the Ge(Li)-detector that had relatively high
MDA value (of the order of 0.5 Bq per sample for 137Cs). It was, therefore, expected that the
use of 4K geometry attainable inside a well would considerably improve the detection
probability for 60Co and other artificial radionuclides of the INPP origin.

In order to prepare the aerosol filter samples for counting in new geometry they had to be
ashed at 450 °C. The final volume of ash samples was close to 2 cm3, and this amount could
be easily fit into well that could accommodate samples of up to 4 cm . For this geometry, the
MDA values for 60Co and 137Cs were determined as 20 mBq and 12 mBq, respectively, when
counting time was set to 100,000 s.

After the remeasuring the aerosol filter samples in high-efficiency geometry a number of
samples revealed the content of activation products 54Mn and 60Co that were not detected
when Ge(Li)-detector was used.

The typical gamma-ray spectrum obtained with HPGe well-type detector is shown in Fig. 1.
Here, the activity of Co is about 100 mBq, and this value corresponds to activity
concentration in surface air layer of 0.8 uBq/m3.

The air samplers used for radioecological monitoring near the INPP are located in different
directions from the source, at the distances from a few km to 30 km. Application of new
measuring techniques allows to detect various artificial radionuclides at every monitoring
station. Correlation between activity concentration of 54Mn and 60Co and prevailing wind
direction during air sampling is determined.
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This improved environmental monitoring system is capable to detect the radionuclides
discharged not only from the stacks of the INPP but also transferred from distant unknown
sources. Hence, it can be used for any source identification.
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FIG. 1. Gamma-ray spectrum of aerosol ash sample taken 6 km from the Ignalina NPP
measured by HPGe well-type detector. Counting time 50,000 s, sampling was performed 2002
01 01-07.
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